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The purpose of this pictorial review is threefold: (1) to familiarize clinical radiologists with anatomy of
the teeth and jaw bones (2) to provide simple guidelines for interpretation of Dental Cone Beam





CBCT has become standard of care in dental radiology.
Whereas the technique was initially used in the clinical practice of dentists and oral surgeons,
nowadays CBCT technology has been installed in many radiology departments for evaluation of a
variety of dental and nondental applications. Traditionally, the curriculum of clinical radiologists does
not include specific training in dento-alveolar pathology. Reporting dental CBCT examinations
requires essential knowledge of dental anatomy and pathology as well as systematic analysis of all
related structures.
In CBCT, a cone-shaped ray beam makes a single rotation around the patient and is projected on a flat
panel detector, unike Multi Detector CT (MDCT) where a fanshaped beam and concave detector rotate
in a helical fashion.
The major advantage of CBCT is high spatial resolution imaging, acquired at lower radiation doses
than MDCT studies.
The disadvantages of CBCT include lower contrast resolution (i.e. soft tissue visualization) and a longer





3. Imaging Findings or Procedure Details
This pictorial review will briefly review teeth anatomy (enamel, dentin, pulp horn, chamber and canal
and periodontal space) and jaw bone.
Imaging analysis starts usually with looking at scout views, followed by systematic scrolling through
the axial, coronal and sagittal planes. The second step consists of specific assessment of the area of
clinical interest. The third step is evaluation of multiplanar reconstructions, such as thick slice
panoramic and parasagittal reconstructions.
Most frequent clinical indications for dental bone CBCT are:
Preoperative (bone quality and quantity) and postoperative evaluation of implants.
Anomalies in number and location of teeth and teeth impactions.
Periapical inflammation and resorption.
Radiolucent and radiopaque tumor-and tumorlike conditions. Radiolucent lesions are more
frequent than radioopake or mixed lesions. Although definitive diagnosis cannot be made solely
on imaging, important semiologic criteria for differential diagnosis are location, evaluation of
the margins, shape, displacement or destruction of adjacent structures and jaw expansion or
destruction.
Evaluation of dental and bony trauma.
Non dental pathology such as inflammation, retention cyst or mucocoele of the maxillary sinusses are















































































































For correct interpretation of dental CBCT, knowledge of dento-alveolar anatomy and pathology is a
prerequisite. The radiologic report should be systematic and complete.
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